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Abstract

We propose non-linear equations for the formal Type-B Higher Spin Gravity that

is dual to the free fermion or to the Gross-Neveu model, depending on the boundary

conditions. The equations are directly obtained from the first principles: the gauge

invariance of the CFT partition function on an arbitrary background for single-trace

operators. We also get equations describing propagation of certain mixed-symmetry

fields over higher spin flat backgrounds.
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1 Introduction

Higher Spin Gravities are theories featuring massless fields with spin greater than two on

top of the spin-two graviton. When considered on AdS background the masslessness of the

bulk fields implies [1–3] that the AdS/CFT dual operators are conserved tensors, which in

d > 2 is a clear signature of free CFT’s [4–7]. On general grounds it is expected that any free

CFT should have a higher spin dual. The dual is then a theory that computes correlation

functions of single-trace operators on the CFT side as Witten diagrams on the AdS side.

The problem we address in the paper is how to reconstruct the dual higher spin gravity given

some free CFT. Solving this problem also gives an access to more interesting dualities that

can be obtained by imposing different boundary conditions, see e.g. [3, 8–12].

One special feature of free CFT’s is that the global conformal symmetry gets extended

to the global infinite-dimensional higher spin symmetry. The operators of interest for higher

spin AdS/CFT are various bilinears, single-trace operators, most of which are conserved

tensors responsible for the higher spin symmetry. It turns out that the higher spin symmetry

is powerful enough as to fix unambiguously the correlators of the single-trace operators [4–7].

The single-trace operators are dual to the fields of a higher spin gravity. Bearing in mind the

conceptual simplicity of the higher spin AdS/CFT duality, it would be important to directly

map any given free CFT data to a higher spin gravity.

The key observation is that the unambiguity of the generating functional of correlators

can also be understood by turning on sources for the single-trace operators and studying

gauge invariance of the partition function as a functional of these sources as those that couple

to conserved tensors are gauge fields. The gauge symmetries of the sources encode Ward

identities of the higher spin symmetry. Therefore, the unambiguity of the correlators can be

understood from a purely classical theory of background fields: the infinite-dimensional non-

abelian gauge symmetry of sources completely fixes the effective action. It is worth stressing

that this phenomenon takes place only for CFT’s with higher spin symmetry. In the usual low

spin case, for instance, the generating functional W [g] of stress-tensor correlation functions

should be invariant under diffeomorphisms and (up to an anomaly) under Weyl rescalings,

which does not allow one to reconstruct W [g] in d > 2. On the contrary, knowing the non-

abelian symmetries of the higher spin sources hs, s = 0, 1, 2, ..., allows one to reconstruct

W [hs], which is then can be seen to be a generating functional of single-trace operators of a

free CFT.

Our strategy is to explore the theory of higher spin background fields. We first show
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how to put a CFT on an arbitrary higher spin background while preserving the invariance

of the partition function (effective action for background fields) and then uplift the theory

of background fields to AdSd+1 where these background fields turn into boundary values. As

different from other approaches, no perturbative expansion of any kind is needed, the theory

is reconstructed in one shot. This strategy has already been applied in [13] to the simplest

higher spin gravity, Type-A, which was reconstructed from the free scalar CFT.1 Historically,

the 4d Type-A theory was originally proposed by Vasiliev [18–20] as intrinsically AdS theory

before AdS/CFT era began [21–23].

In the present paper we strengthen the universality of the method, its relation to back-

ground fields on the CFT side and apply it to reconstruct the Type-B higher spin gravity

that is a dual of the free fermion CFT. Upon changing the boundary conditions, the same

theory should also be dual to the Gross-Neveu model, where higher spin symmetry is broken

by 1/N effects, [9, 10].

In slightly more detail, the general higher spin AdS/CFT story for any free vectorial CFT

is as follows. Let us discuss the case of the free scalar CFT. Given a free conformal field φ,

�φ = 0, one can detect an infinite-dimensional extension of the conformal symmetry, the

higher spin symmetry, by constructing higher rank conserved tensors:

Js ≡ Ja1...as = φ̄∂a1 ...∂asφ+more terms to ensure conservation , (1.1)

where the stress-tensor is Js=2. The conserved tensors Js, via Noether theorem, give rise to

higher spin algebra transformations δφ that are various differential operators with polynomial

coefficients that map solutions �φ = 0 to solutions, the conformal transformations being

represented by operators with no more than one derivative [24, 25]. Together with J0 = φ̄φ,

higher spin currents Js make a full list of single-trace operators. Therefore, the AdS dual

description should feature one scalar field dual to J0 and gauge fields dual to Js>0. Sources

for Js are conformal higher spin fields hs ≡ ha1...as(x) subject to the gauge transformations

δha1...as = ∂a1ξa2...as + permutations + higher orders , (1.2)

reflecting the conservation of Js>0. The nontrivial problem is to extend ha1...as beyond the

infinitesimal level and promote them to background fields. This requires counterterms of

the form hφ̄φ and higher as well as corrections to the gauge transformations (1.2) that are

1It is also worth mentioning somewhat implicit proposal [14] of the AdS dual of higher order nonunitary
scalar CFT, �kφ = 0, as well as the general framework developed in [15–17].
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of order hξ and higher. A priori it is not obvious how to tackle this problem for higher spin

background fields.

For example, in the lower spin case, the source for the global symmetry current, say u(M),

would be vector potential δAc = ∂cξ and, as is well-known, one has to add the counterterm

A2φ̄φ coming fromDAφ̄DAφ in order to make the effective actionW [A] gauge invariant, while

the gauge transformations should be extended to δAc = ∂cξ + [Ac, ξ]. Similarly, coupling to

conformal metric Tabg
ab entails an infinite number of counterterms that can be resummed

to the usual kinetic term
√
g∂φ̄∂φ and

√
gRφ̄φ. These two examples correspond to the

s = 1, 2 sources hs and are particular cases of the problem on how to promote all of the

hs to background fields. The final result contains counterterms of all orders (h)k φ̄φ in the

background fields and corrections to the gauge transformations (1.2) of all orders as well.

The first part of the problem on how to couple to a higher spin background was solved

in [26] (see also [27–29]). It turns out that all the counterterms can be resummed and the

CFT partition function with sources for the single-trace operators turned on is simply

eW [H] =

∫
DφDφ̄ e−

∫
φ̄Hφ , W [H ] = −tr logH , (1.3)

where an advantage has been taken of the fact that the terms ha1...as(x)Ja1....as can be repre-

sented as some operators sandwiched in between φ̄, φ and then they can be combined with

the kinetic term −∂2 as to form certain operator H . For infinitesimal sources W [H ] can be

expanded over −∂2 as to give the expected generating functional of currents Js. When writ-

ten as (1.3) the functional is clearly invariant for non-infinitesimal sources, i.e. when ha1...as

represent a non-trivial higher spin background. The transformations for ha1...as can be read

off from naive2 gauge symmetries of the action
∫
φ̄Hφ: δφ = −Uφ and δH = HU + U †H ,

where U is any operator in x and ∂.

The seeming simplicity of the solution is deceptive, the devil being in how to relate

the components of H to the background fields ha1...as . For example, it takes a non-linear

redefinition to recover
√
gRφ̄φ. Nevertheless, that the theory of background fields, i.e. H

with its gauge transformations, is known is sufficient for our purposes.

Dual higher spin gravity is supposed to provide another way to compute the effective

action W [hs]. The fundamental fields of the higher spin theory are bulk fields whose bound-

ary values correspond to hs. As it has already been stressed, the special feature of higher

2In even dimensions W [hs] has a local part, the (higher spin) conformal anomaly, [26, 27].
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spin symmetry is that the infinite-dimensional non-abelian gauge symmetries of background

fields hs unambiguously fix W [hs]. The global higher spin symmetry of a free CFT should

become gauge symmetry of its bulk dual. The gauge symmetries of hs are closely related

to those of the dual theory: at the very least the near boundary analysis of the dual theory

should reveal the same hs. In fact, our basic conclusion is that they are the same: the dual

theory at the classical level can be extracted directly from the gauge symmetries of hs.

There are three technical steps that allow us to make the general ideas above more precise.

Firstly, we uplift a given free CFT to the ambient space R
d,2 where the conformal space is

embedded as projective cone, X2 = 0, X ∼ λX , λ > 0. The advantage is that the conformal

symmetry is now manifest. Secondly, the theory of background higher spin fields can also be

uplifted to the ambient space. For the case of a free scalar field, a theory of background fields

turns out to be equivalent to three first class constraints on the ambient space that form

sp(2). This is the same sp(2) that underlies the Fefferman-Graham construction [30, 31].

The third and the main step is that the same constrained system can be considered on the

hyperboloid X2 = −1, where it can be shown to describe an appropriate multiplet of higher

spin fields.

These steps are performed using the combination of various techniques: a version [16, 32,

33] of the conventional ambient space formalism, parent formulation method which allows

to implement ambient construction in the fiber rather than in space-time [15, 34], and the

approach to boundary values employing both the ambient and the parent techniques [14, 17].

Our main goal in the present paper is to show that the same reasoning works fine for the

underlying free CFT being a Dirac fermion. The higher spin dual of the free fermion vector

model in any d has been already dubbed Type-B in the literature [9], even though the model

has not yet been constructed in any detail in d > 3. The single-trace operators and thereby

the background fields reveal a trickier pattern: tensors with mixed-symmetry show up. While

totally-symmetric higher spin fields relevant for the Type-A duality have been thoroughly

studied, mixed-symmetry fields resisted so far any attempt to introduce interactions. In

particular, there have been no results on Type-B theory.3 The main statements are: (i)

theory of background fields for the singe-trace operators in the free fermion model can be

described as osp(1|2) constraints on ambient phase space;4 (ii) on the hyperboloid X2 = −1
this system gives formally consistent and gauge invariant equations; (iii) when linearized

over AdSd+1 the equations describe the right spectrum of massless and massive fields; (iv)

3See, however, [35–38] for some one-loop determinants and [39–42] for some cubic interactions.
4osp(1|2) constraints in ambient space were also considered in [43] in somewhat similar context.
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over the maximally symmetric, higher spin flat, backgrounds we show that the first order

corrections yield the expected Hochschild cocycle of the higher spin algebra, which is the only

non-trivial data that goes beyond the higher spin algebra itself. This also gives equations

that describe how fields of Type-B theory propagate over any flat background.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we describe the theory of background

fields for single-trace operators of the free fermion CFT. It is uplifted to the ambient space

in section 3. In section 4 we discuss free fields of the Type-B theory in AdSd+1 that are

dual to the background fields. The proposal for the Type-B theory is in section 5, where

its various properties and limits are discussed. The relation to the formal deformations and

Hochschild cohomology is discussed in 6. The conclusions and discussion are in section 7.

2 Fermion on Higher Spin Background

As it was briefly explained in the introduction, our strategy is to put a fermion on a nontrivial

background in which we turn on sources for all ’single-trace’ operators. By single-trace

operators we mean all quasi-primary operators that are bilinear in the fermion. Majority of

these operators are conserved tensors and for that reason the sources are gauge fields. The

latter makes nontrivial a problem of extending infinitesimal sources to background fields. In

particular, the linearized gauge symmetry responsible for the conservation of tensors in flat

space (trivial background) has to be deformed into some sort of covariant conservation on

a higher spin background. Among the background fields there is a usual u(1) gauge field,

conformal metric and infinitely many sources for higher spin conserved tensors. The sought

for deformed symmetries will have to be infinite-dimensional and non-abelian, mixing sources

of different spins. Surprisingly, this problem is very easy to solve, as was proposed in [26] in

the case of scalar field, see also [28, 29].

First of all, let us remind that the set of single-trace operators consists of irreducible

tensors with the symmetry of hook-shaped Young diagrams, with the indices in the column

supplied by gamma-matrices and indices in the row by the space-time derivatives:

Js,q ≡ Ja1...as,m1...mq
= ψ̄γa1m1...mq

∂a2 ...∂asψ + ... Js,q ∼

s

q (2.1)

Here γc1...cq are anti-symmetrized products of γ-matrices, γaγb + γbγa = 2ηab. Explicit
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expressions for the currents are rather cumbersome due to the need to maintain Young

symmetry, tracelessness and conservation, see e.g. [44–46] for some examples.

Among the currents one finds the totally-symmetric conserved tensors, as the q = 0 case.

In addition to conserved tensors there is a number of ’massive’ q-forms

Jm1...mq
= ψ̄γm1

...γmq
ψ , q = 0, 2, 3, 4, ... , (2.2)

that are dual to massive anti-symmetric fields in AdSd+1. Note that all single-trace operators

can, in principle, be extracted from a set of bilocal generating functions, see e.g. [45]:

ψ̄(x− y)γc1...cqψ(x+ y) , (2.3)

This set is over-complete in the sense it contains descendants and redundant operators.

Let us consider a free Dirac fermion ψ and view the equations of motion

S0 =

∫
ψ̄(iγ · ∂x)ψ =⇒ iγa∂aψ = 0 (2.4)

as a physical state condition in the underlying quantum constrained system. The constraints

are first class and read

− ∂x · ∂x , iγ · ∂x , [iγ · ∂x, iγ · ∂x] = −2∂x · ∂x , (2.5)

where the brackets denote super-commutator, with the Grassmann degree being the standard

Z2-grading in the Clifford algebra of γ-matrices, so that in the above relations it is the anti-

commutator. The constraints are operators acting in the space of ”wave functions” with

values in the Dirac spinor representation. Here and below we exploit the analogy between

free fields and first-quantized particle models.

Now suppose we would like to add at least infinitesimal sources for all operators (2.1),

i.e. couplings of the type

S1 =
∑

s,q

∫
Ja1...as,c1...cq (h

a1...as,c1...cq + ∂a1ξa2...as,c1...cq + perm− traces) , (2.6)

where we also indicated the desired gauge invariance. Here, the sources hs,q have the same

algebraic properties as Js,q, i.e. they are traceless and have the Young symmetry depicted

in (2.1). Since most of Js,q are conserved tensors (save for (2.2)), the sources hs,q enjoy a
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gauge symmetry.

At this stage the sources in (2.6) are infinitesimal. If they are not, the currents Js,q

are not conserved: the invariance of the effective action W [h] can be restored upon adding

appropriate counterterms ψ̄(h...h)ψ to S1 and correcting the gauge symmetry δh by non-

linear terms. This also results in nonlinear deformation of the conservation condition for

the currents. As we explained in the Introduction, an elegant way to introduce sources

so that the total action S0 + S1 remains gauge invariant even for non-infinitesimal sources

was proposed in [26] in the case of scalar field (see also [29] for a recent discussion of curved

backgrounds and nonlinear gauge symmetries). Now we are going to apply the same strategy

to the Dirac fermion.

The crucial step is to realize that all derivatives of ψ̄ that are hidden in Js,q can be

integrated by parts and the coupling can be written in the following suggestive form

S1 = i

∫
ψ̄ f(γ, ∂x|x)ψ , (2.7)

where f is a function of γ and ∂, whose Taylor coefficient can depend on x:

f(γ, ∂x|x) =
∑

s,q

fa1...as|c1...cq(x)γc1...cq∂a1 ....∂as . (2.8)

Here fs,q are not irreducible tensors anymore. These coefficients are related to the source

hs,q, but it makes sense not to work at this stage with the operators that are quasi-primary

and to extend the base of local bilinear operators to the one covered by generating functions

(2.3). It is clear that S1 encodes the usual lower spin couplings like Yukawa, electro-magnetic

and gravitational ones as well as couplings to higher spin sources. In what follows we refer

to f as to background fields to stress that they are not required to be infinitesimal.

The full action of the conformal Dirac field coupled to all sources can be written as5

S = S0 + S1 =

∫
ddx ψ̄(iγ · ∂x + if)ψ , (2.9)

where it is useful to absorb the kinetic term into F = iγ · ∂x + if.

5Note that the usual minimal coupling of fermion to gravity, |e|ψ̄γaema (∂m+ωa,b
m

1

8
[γa, γb])ψ, is certainly a

part of (2.7) upon appropriate identification of fields, see also the comment below about general covariance.
The Taylor coefficients of f should be understood as fa1...as

m1...mq , i.e. as tensors of the fiber Lorentz group
O(d − 1, 1) and transforming as coefficients of differential operators in the m’s. In the present paper we do
not dwell on the global geometry issues.
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To describe sources in terms of the constrained system (2.5), we should also allow for

a deformation h = h(γ, ∂x|x) of the −∂2x constraint, which can altogether be packed into

H = −∂2x + h. In these terms the equations of motion for the Dirac field are identified as

physical state conditions:

Fψ = (iγ · ∂x + if)ψ = 0 , Hψ = (−∂2x + h)ψ = 0 . (2.10)

If we insist that the constraint algebra is unchanged we find

[F, F ] = 2H ⇐⇒ 2[γ · ∂x, f] + [f, f] = −2h , (2.11)

so that, as expected, h is determined by f and H does not introduce any new independent

sources.

There is a natural gauge symmetry which acts on both ψ and F and leaves the La-

grangian (2.9) unchanged. Indeed, consider

δF = [ǫ, F ] + {α, F}+ {β,H} , δψ = ǫψ − αψ − Fβψ , (2.12)

where the three gauge parameters ǫ, α and β are functions of the same type as F , i.e.

they depend on γ, ∂x and x. The reality of the action implies ǫ† = −ǫ, α† = α and

β† = β. The ǫ-symmetry is a usual gauge transformation, while α and β are responsible for

reparameterization of the constraints, which we discuss in the next section.

To study gauge symmetry for F , H it is convenient to work in terms of symbols rather

than operators. To this end we introduce variables θa, pa associated with γa and ∂a, re-

spectively. The algebra of operators is then the tensor product of Weyl algebra and Clifford

algebra. Seen as a ⋆-product algebra of symbols it can be identified as an algebra freely

generated by xa, pb, θ
a modulo the following relations:

[xa, pb]⋆ = δab , [θa, θb]⋆ = 2ηab , (2.13)

where [A,B]⋆ := A ⋆ B − (−1)|A||B|B ⋆ A denotes ⋆-product super-commutator, with the

Grassmann degree assigned according to |xa| = |pa| = 0 and |θa| = 1. The linearized gauge

symmetries of f read as

δf = −(p · ∂θ − θ · ∂x)ǫ+ 2α(p · θ) + 2β(p · p) + ... , (2.14)
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where we dropped the terms with derivatives of α and β.

Now we would like to sketch the argument for why f is equivalent to the irreducible set of

sources we introduced in (2.6). The sources in (2.6) are irreducible: they have definite Young

symmetry and are traceless. The symmetry with α and β accompanied by appropriate field

redefinitions allows one to set all traces to zero. Indeed, any trace is proportional to (p · θ)
or (p · p). As we demonstrate in Appendix A in a more general setting the ǫ-symmetry can

be used to reach the gauge condition (θ · ∂p)f = 0, which is equivalent to the required Young

symmetry for components. Then, for h = (p · ∂θ)f we find

δh = Π((p · ∂x)ǫ) , (2.15)

where ǫ is assumed to satisfy (p · ∂θ)ǫ = 0 and Π denotes projector onto the traceless part.

Therefore, we see that, at the linearized level, i.e. for infinitesimal sources, the extended

gauge symmetries that act on f allow us to get rid of the redundant components and repro-

duce the coupling (2.6) to the irreducible sources hs,q.

Therefore, fluctuations f of F over F0 = i(γ · p) are equivalent to the set of the off-shell

conformal hook-type sources (2.6) with the required gauge transformations. This also solves

the original problem: how to put a fermion on non-infinitesimal higher spin background.

Indeed, the gauge symmetries (2.12) feature a non-abelian field-dependent part hidden in

[ǫ, F ] that is needed to make the action invariant. Note, however, that even at the linearized

level the proof that (2.14) is equivalent to (2.6) involves a chain of gauge fixings and redef-

initions. These redefinitions become more complicated if we want to extract the non-linear

corrections to the gauge symmetries (2.6) out of (2.12).

An important remark is that the action (2.9) does not seem to respect general covari-

ance. In fact this is not so. Diffeomorphisms are a part of the gauge symmetry: ǫ = ξa∂a

corresponds to the diffeomorphism subalgebra of the gauge symmetries. However, this sym-

metry acts in a tricky way on the component fields and certain nonlinear field redefinition is

needed to make components of f to transform in a usual way. Without such a redefinition,

the geometric interpretation of ψ as well as of background fields encoded in f is somewhat

unusual. For instance, ψ is naturally a semi-density because the usual
√
g factor is not

present. In order to arrive at the usual ”geometrical” interpretation of the fields and their

gauge symmetries at least for low-spin fields one needs to perform a suitable nonlinear field

redefinition [26].

To conclude, the simple gauge symmetries (2.12) encode a rather complicated structure
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of non-abelian symmetries for higher spin background fields. The partition function

eWF =

∫
Dψ̄Dψ e

∫
iψ̄/∂ψ+

∑
s,q Js,qhs,q =

∫
Dψ̄Dψ e

∫
ψ̄Fψ , WF = tr logF , (2.16)

should be invariant under these symmetries up to an anomaly that is known to show up

in even dimensions [26, 27]. The ǫ-symmetries of (2.12) are anomaly-free while the α, β-

symmetries are higher spin extensions of the Weyl symmetry and can be anomalous. The

anomaly gives a constructive definition of conformal higher spin theory [26, 27]. Higher spin

sources considered here are easily identified [47, 48] as boundary values of on-shell AdS fields

described in section 4.

Lastly, when written in terms of F the theory of background fields looks very simple, but

it should be remembered that one needs to choose a vacuum for F to make sense of (2.16).

For example, the effective action is well-defined when expanded over i(γ · ∂x) and gives the

generating functional of correlators of the single-trace operators, as expected. Other choices

of vacuum are also possible, e.g. (−∂x · ∂x)k(iγ · ∂x) corresponds to so-called higher order

singletons — non-unitary free CFT’s originating from �k/∂ψ = 0.

3 Ambient Space Approach

In describing conformal fields as well as their associated background fields it can be very

useful to employ the ambient space approach or its generalizations. The underlying idea is

to realize the space-time manifold as a quotient of a submanifold of the ambient space where

the conformal isometries act naturally and linearly. In the context of (conformal) grav-

ity the generalized version of this procedure (known as Fefferman-Graham ambient metric

construction [30]) allows one to realize geometrically the Weyl rescalings of the metric.

3.1 Fermion in Ambient Space

We start with the free Dirac conformal field ψ(x) in Minkowski space, discussed in the

preceding section and realize the Minkowski space Rd−1,1 as a space of light-like rays in the

ambient space Rd,2 equipped with a pseudo-euclidean metric of signature (d, 2). Ambient

space Cartesian coordinates are denoted by XA, A = {+,−, a}, etc.; ηAB are components of

the ambient metric (η+− = η−+ = 1) and · denotes o(d, 2)-invariant contraction of ambient

indices.
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Although the ambient space representation for conformal spinor was introduced already

by Dirac [49] (see also [50]), we need a slightly different formulation, where not all of the

constraints are imposed but instead some of them are interpreted as gauge generators.

It is straightforward to check that the space of configurations for the Minkowski space

conformal spinor can be described in terms of the ambient spinor Ψ(X) taking values in the

representation S of the Clifford algebra generated by ambient γ-matrices ΓA. In order to

make Ψ(X) equivalent to a weight-∆ fermionic field in d dimensions one can impose

(X · ∂X +∆+ 1
2
)Ψ = 0 , Ψ ∼ Ψ+X2α + (X · Γ)β , (3.1)

where6 the gauge parameters α (resp. β) also satisfy similar constraints but with ∆ replaced

with ∆−2 (resp. ∆−1). Indeed, the constraint and the first equivalence relation imply that

we are describing a field on the projectivized hypercone. The second equivalence relation

effectively reduces the representation of Clifford algebra in (d+ 2)-dimensions to that of d-

dimensions. To see this, consider the relation at a given point V A of the hypercone and choose

coordinates such that V − = 1, V + = V a = 0. Let us represent Γ+ and Γ− on Grassmann

algebra C[Γ+] generated by Γ+ and consider S as a tensor product C[Γ+]⊗ S0, where S0 is

a representation of Clifford algebra generated by Γa. The element in the representation can

be written as Ψ = 1 ⊗ ψ0 + Γ+ ⊗ ψ1 where ψ0,1 ∈ S0. It is then clear that ψ1 can be set to

zero using suitable β so that indeed we are dealing with the spinor in d dimensions. Note

that with this gauge choice (i.e. elements of the form 1⊗ ψ0, ψ0 ∈ S0) Γ− acts trivially.

For ∆ = d−1
2

one can impose the Dirac equation directly in the ambient space.7 Indeed,

one can extend the above system by the following equations:

∂X · ∂XΨ = 0 , Γ · ∂XΨ = 0 , (3.2)

where the first one is a consequence of the second. It is easy to check that the full system is

indeed consistent for ∆ = d−1
2

provided α, β are subject to the analogous constraints. It can

be shown that altogether (3.1), (3.2) imply the Dirac equation in d-dimensions. A simple

though not rigorous argument is to use gauge freedom to choose Ψ to be X−-independent

6The shift by 1

2
is due to the fact the Ψ is a spinor and generators of the conformal algebra (3.4) will

compensate for this shift.
7More generally one can take ∆ = d+1

2
−ℓ with ℓ positive integer. This choice corresponds to higher-order

spinor singletons discussed at the end of the previous section. The generalization of the present discussion
to ℓ > 1 can be done in a direct analogy with the higher-order scalar singletons [14] (see also [13, 51]).
Representation theoretical study of these fields can be found in [52].
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and such that Γ−Ψ = 0 (strictly speaking this can be done only at a point). With this choice

the equations reproduce the Dirac equation and its consequence, the Klein-Gordon equation

in Minkowski space.

We see that the constrained system (2.5), whose relation to conformal symmetry is not

manifest, can be replaced by the constrained system (3.1), (3.2). This system is determined

by the five operators8

X2 , ∂2X , (X · ∂X + d+2
2
) , Γ ·X , Γ · ∂X . (3.3)

The five (3.3) form a representation of osp(1|2)-superalgebra on functions in X . In this

representation the osp(1|2) generators (3.3) commute with the conformal algebra o(d, 2)

represented in a standard way:

JAB = XA
∂

∂XB
−XB

∂

∂XA
+ 1

4
(ΓAΓB − ΓBΓA) , (3.4)

which makes conformal symmetry manifest. In this representation o(d, 2) and osp(1|2) form
a reductive dual pair in the sense of Howe [53, 54]. In particular, the conformal group acts

on equivalence classes determined by (3.1) as well as on solutions to (3.1), (3.2). In this way

one can easily re-derive the conformal transformations of the fermionic operator ψ(x) in d

dimensions.

The description just given is nothing but a usual first-quantized description in which

Ψ is the wave function of the first-quantized constrained Hamiltonian system describing a

particle with spin 1/2. Once we have a manifestly o(d, 2)-invariant description of the free

fermion in terms of the osp(1|2) constraints, the next step is to add higher spin background

fields, which is similar to going from (2.5) to (2.11).

3.2 Background Fields in Ambient Space

Given a first-quantized constrained system, one can systematically derive, in general nonlin-

ear, equations and gauge symmetries for background fields. Such procedure was discussed

in the context of BRST formulation of string theory in [55]. A general approach suitable in

the present context was developed in [15], see also [14].

8Note that the constant in the second operator differs from that in (3.1), the origin of this shift is that
in (3.1) X2 and X · Γ are gauged rather than imposed, see e.g. [16, 17].
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Now we briefly recall the basic ideas. We restrict ourselves to the description at the level

of equations of motions. At this level there is no need to explicitly introduce representation

space of the quantum system and it is useful to employ the language of the star-product so

that instead of quantum operators we work with phase space functions and use star-product

instead of operator multiplication. Moreover, we do not impose reality conditions and hence

work with complexified fields.

Suppose we are given the first class constrained system with constraints Fi which are

elements of the (graded) star-product algebra. The consistency condition reads as9

[Fi, Fj]⋆ = Uk
ij ⋆ Fk , (3.5)

where, as before, [ , ]⋆ denotes ⋆ super-commutator determined by the Grassmann degree in

the ⋆-product algebra. Here and in the sequel we assume that for a given Fi its Grassmann

degree |i| is set. In particular, in the case where Uk
ij are structure constants of a Lie super-

algebra, |Fi| (as an element of the ⋆-product algebra) must coincide with the degree |i| of a
basis element ei of the Lie superalgebra, to which Fi is associated, see [56] for more detail.

If we identify functions Fi as generating functions for background fields, (3.5) can be

interpreted as equations of motion. Moreover, natural equivalence transformations for the

constraints

δFi = λji ⋆ Fj + [ǫ, Fi]⋆ , (3.6)

can be interpreted as gauge transformations for Fi. Note that in general Uk
ij are also trans-

formed.

The transformations with λij correspond to infinitesimal redefinitions of the constraints

(at classical level such symmetries preserve the constraint surface; at the quantum level they

preserve the physical subspace). In this way one arrives at the gauge theory of background

fields associated with a given constrained system. From this perspective, the constrained

system itself (i.e. when Fi, U
k
ij are concrete phase space functions) is just a fixed solution

(e.g. vacuum solution) to the theory of background fields.

One can also think of the space of all reasonable solutions quotiented by the above

gauge symmetry as the moduli space of constrained systems with a given phase space. It

is important to note that one and the same theory of background fields may have various

9The structures we discuss below can be systematically extracted from the BRST operator encoding these
constraints, see [14, 15] for more detail. To simplify the discussion we prefer not to go into the details of the
BRST formulation.
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inequivalent vacua. Examples of such vacua have already been given at the end of section 2:

F = i(γ ·p)(−p2)k correspond to different free CFT’s whose off-shell field content is given by

the same ψ(x). Note that for different k the spectrum of single-trace operators and hence

the set of background fields are different, so that the vacua are clearly non-inequivalent.

Background fields for Dirac fermion on Minkowski space discussed in section 2 is a simple

example of the general pattern. Because the ambient osp(1|2) constrained system from the

previous section is equivalent to the Minkowski space one, we can equivalently use it to derive

a more convenient ambient form for the associated theory of background fields.10 This still

has a form (3.5), (3.6) where Fi are associated to the osp(1|2) generators and are functions

on the ambient phase space with coordinates XA, PB, θC . The ⋆-product is determined by

[XA, PB]⋆ = δAB , [θA, θB]⋆ = 2ηAB , (3.7)

where the Grassmann degree in the ⋆-product algebra is introduced according to |θ| =
1, |X| = |P | = 0.

Let us recall that in the minimal construction we are concerned now we require |Fi| = |i|,
where |i| denotes Grassmann degree of the osp(1|2) generator to which Fi is associated. In

particular, Fi associated to odd generators of osp(1|2) contain only odd powers of θ and

hence, as we are going to see, the system describes the minimal multiplet of hook-shape

fields (for d-odd this gives a multiplicity free set of all irreducible hook-shape tensors; for d

even these are fields associated to all Young diagrams of odd height).11

For system (3.5), (3.6) to describe background fields for the Dirac fermion we need to

restrict ourselves to Fi which are close to the vacuum solution (i = {++, 0,−−,+,−})

F 0
++ =

1

2
P 2 , F 0

0 = X · P , F 0
−− =

1

2
X2 , F 0

+ = θ · P , F 0
− = θ ·X . (3.9)

Moreover, we need to consider the system in the vicinity of the hypercone X2 = 0 in the

ambient space. With these precautions one can indeed prove, see below, that this gives an

10This trick was originally used in [15] in the context of background fields for AdS scalar.
11A possible way to describe nonminimal multiplets (e.g. to have background fields of even height in the

case of even d) is to extend the algebra with an extra Clifford generator k satisfying

k ⋆ k = 1 , k ⋆ θA + k ⋆ θA = 0 , |k| = 1 , (3.8)

and not entering generators for osp(1|2) and o(d, 2)-algebras. With this extension the homogeneity in θ is
not restricted despite the condition |Fi| = |i|. This trick is based on the standard fact that Clifford algebra
can be realized as an even subalgebra of the Clifford algebra in one dimension higher.
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equivalent description of the background fields of section 2. Somewhat analogous ambient

space approach to background fields for the Dirac fermion was considered in [43] from a

slightly different perspective, see also [57–59] for earlier related works.

To conclude, the manifestly o(d, 2)-invariant formulation of background fields for Dirac

fermion has the form of the osp(1|2) system of constraints. Once formulated in ambient

space, any system can, at least formally, be considered in the vicinity of the hyperboloid

X2 = −1 to give a theory in AdSd+1.
12 Before doing that, let us review what is the expected

free field content of the dual theory and how to describe it in the ambient space.

4 Type-B Theory at Free Level

We begin with developing a compact formulation of unitary gauge fields in AdSd+1, which

are tensors whose symmetry is described by Young diagrams of the hook shape:13

Φµ1...µs,ν1...νq(x) ∼

s

q (4.1)

These fields are in one-to-one with the sources from the previous sections in the sense that

the later can be seen as the leading boundary values of the former [47, 48]. In the next

section we are going to extract these fields from the non-linear system.

As different from totally-symmetric fields that constitute the spectrum of the Type-A

higher spin gravity that is dual to the free boson CFT, the spectrum of the Type-B theory

contains fields of the symmetry type depicted above. Gauge fields of mixed-symmetry are

trickier and reveal some features not present in the totally-symmetric case [60].

Not going into the detail, we simply recall that the equations of motion and gauge

symmetries are [60, 61]:

(−∇2 +M2
s,q)Φµ1...µs,ν1...νq(x) = 0 , (4.2)

δΦµ1...µs,ν1...νq(x) = ∇µ1ξµ2...µs,ν1...νq(x) + permutations . (4.3)

12Although the idea to use ambient space to go from bulk to boundary and back is known starting from
the Fefferman-Graham ambient metric construction the framework we are going to use was developed in
[14, 17, 48] and employed in a similar context recently in [13].

13Indices µ, ν, ... are the indices of AdSd+1 in some local coordinates. Field Φµ1...µs,ν1...νq is symmetric in the
µ’s and anti-symmetric in the ν’s. The Young symmetry implies Φµ1...µs,µs+1ν2...νq +permutations of µ’s ≡ 0.
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It is assumed that both the field and the gauge parameter are in the transverse-traceless

gauge, i.e. all traces and divergences vanish:

∇λΦλµ2...µs,ν1...νq(x) = 0 , ∇λΦµ1...µs,λν2...νq(x) = 0 , (4.4)

gλρΦλρµ3...µs,ν1...νq(x) = 0 , gλρΦλµ2...µs,ρν2...νq(x) = 0 , (4.5)

and similarly for the gauge parameter. As a result, the gauge parameter has to obey a

similar on-shell condition. The value of the mass parameter is fixed by gauge invariance

to be M2
s,q = ∆(∆ − d) − s − q [60], where the cosmological constant was set to one and

∆ = d+ s− 2 for the duals of conserved tensors. It is worth mentioning that not all of the

fields in the hypothetical Type-B theory are gauge fields. Those with s = 1 and q = 1, 2, ...

are massive and M2
s=1,q = −(d − 1) − q − 1. There is also a scalar field s = 0, q = 0 with

M2
s=0,q=0 = −(d− 1).

4.1 Ambient Space Description

It is convenient to describe these fields in terms of the same ambient space Rd,2 with co-

ordinates XA and such that AdSd+1 space can be (locally) identified with the hyperboloid

X · X = −1. To pack the fields into generating functions it is also convenient to introduce

commuting variables PA to contract the indices associated to the upper row of the Young di-

agram and anticommuting variables θA to contract the indices associated to the first column

(save for the upper cell) of the Young diagram, the generating function being

fS(X,P, θ) =
∑

s> 1,q> 0
s=0,q=0

f
A1...As;B1...Bq

S PA1
. . . PAs

θB1
. . . θBq

, (4.6)

which encodes all fields of this type simultaneously. The usage of (anti)commuting variables

ensures that the field is symmetric in the first group of indices and is antisymmetric in the

second one. The Young symmetry conditions can be compactly expressed in terms of the

above generating functions as (P · ∂θ)fS = 0.

The ambient space field fS introduced above can be subject to the constraints which

effectively reduce it to the collection of tensor fields of the same Young shape defined on the

hyperboloid X2 = −1. The constraints are:

(X · ∂P )fS = 0 , (X · ∂θ)fS = 0 , (P · ∂θ)fS = 0 , (X · ∂X − P · ∂P + w)fS = 0 , (4.7)
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where w is a number which we leave free at the moment. The ambient field fS can also be

subject to o(d, 2)-invariant extra constraints

(∂X · ∂X)fS = (∂X · ∂P )fS = (∂P · ∂P )fS = (∂X · ∂θ)fS = (∂P · ∂θ)fS = 0 , (4.8)

which imply that the component fields are irreducible tensors subject to the usual 2-nd order

differential equations. In fact, for generic weight w the system describes massive fields on

AdSd+1.

If one takes w = 2, the above system possesses gauge symmetries δfS = (P · ∂X)ξS,
where ξS is a gauge parameter subject to the analogous constraints. Let us summarize the

constraints on fS and ξS and the gauge transformations:

(∂X · ∂X)fS = (∂X · ∂P )fS = (∂P · ∂P )fS = (∂X · ∂θ)fS = (∂P · ∂θ)fS = 0 ,

(∂X · ∂X)ξS = (∂X · ∂P )ξS = (∂P · ∂P )ξS = (∂X · ∂θ)ξS = (∂P · ∂θ)ξS = 0 ,
(4.9)

and

(X · ∂θ)fS = (X · ∂P )fS = (P · ∂P −X · ∂X − 2)fS = (P · ∂θ)fS = 0 , (4.10a)

(X · ∂θ)ξS = (X · ∂P )ξS = (P · ∂P −X · ∂X)ξS = (P · ∂θ)ξS = 0 , (4.10b)

δfS = (P · ∂X)ξS . (4.10c)

Specializing the ambient formulation [61] of generic AdS fields to massless unitary gauge

fields of hook-type, and rewriting the formulation of [61] in terms of fermionic θA in place of

of the bosonic oscillators one precisely arrives at (4.9) and (4.10).

Note that all the constraints and the gauge generator clearly form a subalgebra of osp(4|2)
(strictly speaking some constant terms are to be added). In this representation this algebra

commutes with o(d, 2) that acts by

JAB = XA
∂

∂XB
+ PA

∂

∂PB
+ θA

∂

∂θB
− (A⇄ B) . (4.11)

More specifically, if we restrict ourselves to polynomials in X,P, θ we get the standard setting

of the Howe duality.

To complete the discussion of the hook-type fields let us present an alternative formula-

tion, which, as we are going to see, arises as a linearization of the Type-B non-linear theory.

In terms of the generating functions f+(X,P, θ), ξ(X,P, θ) for fields and parameters the
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equations of motion and gauge symmetries take the form:

(X · ∂θ + θ · ∂P )f+ = (X · ∂P ) f+ = (P · ∂P −X · ∂X − 1)f+ = 0 , (4.12a)

(X · ∂θ + θ · ∂P )ξ = (X · ∂P )ξ = (P · ∂P −X · ∂X)ξ = 0 , (4.12b)

δf+ = (P · ∂θ − θ · ∂X)ξ , (4.12c)

and

(∂X · ∂X)f+ = (∂X · ∂P )f+ = (∂P · ∂P )f+ = (∂X · ∂θ)f+ = (∂P · ∂θ)f+ = 0 ,

(∂X · ∂X)ξ = (∂X · ∂P )ξ = (∂P · ∂P )ξ = (∂X · ∂θ)ξ = (∂P · ∂θ)ξ = 0 .
(4.13)

Note that neither fields nor gauge parameters are irreducible tensors in this formulation.

In Appendix A we show that this formulation is equivalent to (4.10), (4.9) through partial

gauge fixing and field redefinition. Also, c.f. (4.12c) and (2.14).

In what follows, we mostly make use of minimal subset of the above fields which still

admits nonlinear extension. The subset is obtained by setting to zero all f+ that are of

even homogeneity degree in θ (in the formulation in terms of fS one sets to zero even degree

fields). Note that for d-odd the subset is multiplicity free in the sense that each irreducible

massless field contained in the subset enters only once and moreover all inequivalent massless

fields of hook shape are present.

In what follows it is also convenient to identify the off-shell version of the above linear

theory. It is obtained by dropping constraints (4.9) or (4.13).

5 Type-B Theory

In the section we propose a non-linear formally consistent gauge invariant system that re-

produces Type-B theory at the free level and also reproduces all the structures determining

the formal non-linear deformation. The theory’s boundary values are the background fields

hs,q introduced in section 2 together with the symmetries thereof and the latter, as we know,

completely fix the effective action W [h].

Let us consider again the constrained system (3.5), (3.6) defined in the ambient space

in the vicinity of the hypercone X2 = 0 and assume that fields are close to their vacuum

values (5.6) and hence Uk
ij are close to the osp(1|2) structure constants Ck

ij. As we already
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discussed, this system describes the same background fields hs,q for Dirac fermion in d-

dimensions realized in the ambient space.

The idea is to uplift this system from the conformal d-dimensional space (boundary) to

(d+1)-dimensional AdS space (bulk) in such a way that the boundary values of the fields of

the bulk theory coincide with the background fields hs,q on the boundary, while preserving

all the symmetries of the latter. The ambient formulation suggests an easy way to do this

by considering (3.5), (3.6) to be defined in the vicinity of the hyperboloid X2 = −1. This is
justified by the fact that within the ambient framework it is known [14, 17] that the passage

from bulk fields to their boundary values amounts to simply considering the same ambient

system in the vicinity of X2 = 0 rather than X2 = −1.

To see that we are on a right track, let us temporarily disregard gauge transformations

(3.6) with parameters λ, i.e. set λij to zero in (3.6). The remaining gauge transformations

with parameter ǫ preserve the structure constants so that we can assume Uk
ij = Ck

ij. Then it

turns out that the linearization of (3.5), (3.6) around the vacuum solution (3.9) followed by

partial gauge fixing and solving some of the equations results in (4.10), i.e. reproduce the

off-shell Type-B theory at the free level. The detailed proof of this statement is given in the

next section, where we introduce more powerful formalism to handle the system.

If one reinstates the gauge transformations with parameters λij the interpretation of the

system drastically depends on the choice of the functional class for fields. To see this, we

restrict ourselves to field configurations that are close to the vacuum solution (5.6).14 Then

on one hand, if Fi are smooth functions defined in a vicinity of the hyperboloid this gauge

symmetries can be used to gauge away all Fi because F−− = −1 + . . . on the hyperboloid

(cf. (3.9)) and hence can be inverted. On the other hand, if Fi are polynomials in X this

gauge symmetry can be used to make all Fi totally traceless, i.e. satisfying (4.9) as required

for the free on-shell Type-B theory. However, this functional class is not suitable for genuine

field theory (fields are not polynomials).

Therefore, the problem boils down to identifying the right functional class for fluctua-

tions of Fi. It turns out that there is a consistent choice of functional class such that the

14The interpretation also depends on the choice of vacuum. Let us remind that this is true even on the
CFT side, where the situation is much more clear: different choices of F in (2.10) (or Fi in (3.5)) correspond
to different CFT’s. For instance, if in (2.10) we choose F = 1 + ... instead of F = i(γ · p) + ... then the
CFT is empty. Let us note that our understanding of the functional class problems on the CFT side is also
somewhat illusory: the effective action W [F ] = tr logF resulting from the formal path integral is just a
symbol that can be made sense of in special situations only. The functional class issues we are facing should
be related to the general problem of how to relate Hilbert spaces on the two sides of AdS/CFT.
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linearization of (3.5), (3.6) is indeed equivalent to (4.10), (4.9), i.e. reproduces the on-shell

Type-B theory at the free level. This functional class is a straightforward generalization of

the one, which was employed in the analogous construction [13] for the Type-A.

In order to study the system further and to introduce the functional class it is useful

to reformulate it using the so-called parent formalism. For theories of background fields

the construction was originally proposed in [15] while the general approach was developed

in [32, 34, 62, 63]. In this approach a given system is reformulated as an AKSZ-type sigma-

model [64] whose target space is the jet-space BRST complex of the gauge theory under

considerations.

The geometric idea of the parent reformulation in the present context is to consider the

theory as defined on the formal ambient space with coordinates Y A and then identify this

space as a fiber of a fiber-bundle over the genuine space-time manifold (AdSd+1 in our case).

In so doing one gets a collection of systems parameterized by space-time coordinates. The

equivalence is then maintained by introducing an extra field, the connection one-form A with

values in the ⋆-product algebra and to require this connection to be flat and all the fields

to be covariantly constant. As a byproduct, one arrives at the reformulation of the original

ambient space theory in terms of fields explicitly defined on AdS space.

This being said, let us construct parent formulation of the ambient space system (3.5)-

(3.6). The target space is the (super) Weyl algebra of (d + 2) canonical bosonic pairs Y A,

PB and (d+2) fermionic θA. In practice, we deal with the star-product algebra of functions

in Y A, PB and θA:

(f ⋆ g)(Y, P, θ) = f(Y, P, θ) exp

[ ←−
∂

∂Y A

−→
∂

∂PA
−
←−
∂

∂PA

−→
∂

∂Y A
+

←−
∂

∂θA

−→
∂

∂θA

]
g(Y, P, θ) . (5.1)

The field content consists of five zero-forms Fi and one one-form connection A:

A = dXBAB(X|Y, P, θ) , Fi = Fi(X|Y, P, θ) , (5.2)

where XB denotes local coordinates on the ambient space. The Grassmann degree naturally

extends to the new variables and fields and is determined by:

|θ| = |dX| = 1 , |Y | = |P | = |X| = 0 , |Fi| = |i|, |A| = 1 . (5.3)
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5.1 Off-shell System

We first consider the off-shell version of the parent system. It is constructed out of the

ambient space system (3.5), (3.6) where the λ-gauge symmetries related to the redefinition

of the constraints have been disregarded. In this case one can assume Uk
ij = Ck

ij so that the

equations of motion and the gauge symmetries read as:

dA = 1
2
[A,A]⋆ , δA = dξ − [A, ξ]⋆ , (5.4a)

dFi = [A, Fi]⋆ , δFi = [ξ, Fi]⋆ , (5.4b)

[Fi, Fj ]⋆ = Ck
ijFk , (5.4c)

where d is the de Rham differential on the spacetime manifold and [, ]⋆ is a super-commutator

defined with respect to Grassmann degree (5.3). Note that now XA -variables commute with

all the other and merely serve as parameters.

The equivalence with the original system (3.5)-(3.6) can be seen by requiring A to be

“sufficiently close” to the vacuum solution

A0 = dXAPA . (5.5)

With A = A0 the first equation in (5.4b) imply ∂
∂XAFi =

∂
∂Y AFi, so that the equivalence is

straightforward. Furthermore, the linearized gauge transformations for A involve dXA ∂
∂Y A ξ,

which implies that at least linearized fluctuations can be gauged away thanks to the Poincare

Lemma for the formal de Rham differential dXA ∂
∂Y A . In other words, for A sufficiently close

to A0 one can assume that the gauge A = A0 is reachable.

In the gauge A = A0 it is easy to identify a parent version of the vacuum solution (3.9)

A = A0 , F 0
− = (Y A +XA)θA , F 0

+ = PAθA ,

F 0
−− =

1

2
(Y +X) · (Y +X) , F 0

++ =
1

2
P · P , F 0

0 = (Y +X) · P .
(5.6)

Nevertheless, it is very useful not to gauge-away A in order to be able to work in any

coordinates on the base space and allow for rather general local transformations in the

fiber. Note that in the classical (⋆-commutator replaced by the Poisson bracket) limit A

can be taken linear in PA and is nothing but the gauge field associated to ambient space

diffeomorphisms.
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If we consider (5.4) in the vicinity of the hyperboloid and interpret it as a local field

theory defined on the hyperboloid X2 = −1, it is convenient to pull-back the system to

X2 = −1 in order to explicitly work with fields defined in terms of generic coordinates on

the hyperboloid. With a suitable choice of a local frame the adapted version of the vacuum

solution (5.6) reads as

A0 = dxµωµA
BTAB , TAB = −(Y A + V A) · PB +

1

4
θAθB − (A⇄ B) ,

F 0
− = (Y A + V A)θA , F 0

+ = PAθA ,

F 0
−− =

1

2
(Y + V ) · (Y + V ) , F 0

++ =
1

2
P · P , F 0

0 = (Y + V ) · P ,

(5.7)

where TAB are the o(d, 2) generators, the compensator field V A is taken constant, V ·V = −1,
and ωBA is a flat o(d, 2)-connection one-form such that∇µV

A has maximal rank. Compensator

field V A has a clear meaning of the original Cartesian coordinate XA on the ambient space

which was set to constant by a local o(d, 2)-transformations (recall that the theory is defined

on the hyperboloid so that V 2 = −1). Note that such a vacuum solution exists even if a

spacetime is isometric to AdSd+1 only locally.

In what follows we refer to system (5.4) defined on (d + 1)-dimensional space as to off-

shell system. Unless otherwise specified it is assumed that the theory is understood around

the vacuum where F = F 0
i , with F

0
i defined in (5.7).

Linearization. The linearized equations are obtained from (5.4) by replacing A→ A0+ a

and Fi → F 0
i + fi and picking the terms linear in a and fi:

D0a = 0 , δa = D0ξ , (5.8a)

D0fi = [a, F 0
i ]⋆ , δfi = [ξ, F 0

i ]⋆ , (5.8b)

[F 0
i , fj]⋆ − (ij)− Ck

ijfk = 0 , (5.8c)

where A0, F 0
i is a vacuum solution and D0• ≡ d • −[A0, •] is the background covariant

derivative. In our case, the vacuum is (5.7).

It is easy to check that the system (5.8) can be written in the BRST first quantized form

ΩΦ = 0 , δΦ = ΩΞ , gh(Φ) = 1 , gh(Ξ) = 0 , (5.9)
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introducing ghost variables ci and using the BRST operator

Ω = D0 + ci[F 0
i , •]⋆ − (−1)|i|(|j|+1) 1

2
cicjCk

ij

∂

∂ck
. (5.10)

Then working in the local frame such that V A = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and using notations ȳ, ym for

the respective components of Y A and similarly for PA, θA let us decompose the representation

space (i.e. the space where Φ takes values) according to the following degree

deg c++ = deg c+ = deg dxµ = 1 . (5.11)

Accordingly, the BRST operator Ω-decomposes into homogeneous pieces as

Ω = Ω0+Ω1 , Ω0 = c0[(Y +V ) ·P , •]⋆+ c−[(Y +V ) · θ, •]⋆+ c−−[1
2
(Y +V )2, •]⋆+ghosts .

The operator Ω0 is algebraic and it is known [34] that the BRST system can be equivalently

reduced to the one whose representation space is identified with the cohomology of Ω0.

To compute the cohomology of Ω0 we use another degree in the representation space:

deg′ ȳ = deg′ p̄ = deg′ θ̄ = 1 , (5.12)

and hence Ω0 can be decomposed as

Ω0 = ∆−1 +∆0 , ∆−1 = −c0
∂

∂ȳ
+ c−− ∂

∂p̄
+ 2c−

∂

∂θ̄
, (5.13)

with deg′ ∆i = i. Cohomology of Ω0 can be computed by first computing cohomology of ∆−1.

In its turn, the cohomology of ∆−1 is clearly given by c0, c−−, c−, ȳ, p̄, θ̄-independent elements

and hence representatives of Ω0 -cohomology can be taken to be c0, c−−, c−-independent. The

system is then reduced to (the reduction amounts to just restricting Ω1 to act on the subspace

of the representatives because Ω1 preserves this subspace):

Ω′ = D0 + c++[
1

2
P 2, •]⋆ + c+[P · θ, •]⋆ − 2c+c+

∂

∂c++
,

Φ′ = Φ′(x, dxµ, Y, P, θ, c++, c+) , Ω0Φ
′ = 0 .

(5.14)

It is useful to perform one more reduction by going to cohomology of the term c+c+ ∂
∂c++

entering Ω′. The cohomology can be explicitly realized as the quotient space of c++-

independent elements by those proportional to (c+)2 and it is useful to work in terms of
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representatives that are at most linear in c+. Then the reduced system is given by

Ωred = D0 + c+[P · θ, •]⋆ ,
Φred = Φred(x, dxµ, Y, P, θ, c+) , Ω0Φ

red = 0 , Φred ∼ Φred + (c+)2χ .
(5.15)

In terms of component fields this reduction amounts to the elimination of f++ through its

equations of motion f++ = [P · θ, f+]⋆. Upon the reduction the system takes the form

D0a = 0 , δa = D0ξ , (5.16a)

D0f+ = [a, F 0
+]⋆ , δf+ = [F 0

+, ξ]⋆ , (5.16b)

[F 0
−, f+]⋆ = [F 0

−−, f+]⋆ = [F 0
0 , f+]⋆ − f+ = 0 , [F 0

−, a]⋆ = [F 0
−−, a]⋆ = [F 0

0 , a]⋆ = 0 , (5.16c)

where the gauge parameter ξ also satisfies [F 0
−, ξ]⋆ = [F 0

−−, ξ]⋆ = [F 0
0 , ξ]⋆ = 0. Note that the

equations involving F−− are consequences of those with F− and hence can be dropped. In

its turn the above linear system can be arrived at by reformulating (4.12) in the parent form

so that it is equivalent to the off-shell version of the free Type-B theory.

The above homological arguments showing that the linearized parent system is equivalent

to the multiplet of linear fields is a straightforward generalization of those given in [65], which

in turn are substantially based on [15, 32] (see also [33, 61]).

5.2 On-shell System

Now using off-shell system (5.4) as a starting point we take into account the gauge symmetry

(3.6) related to the redefinition of the constraints and let structure functions (3.5) to vary.

More precisely, if we view equations (5.4) as consistency conditions for the constrained

system with constraints ∂µ + Aµ, Fi and hence identify dxµ as ghost variables, one would

allow redefinitions of the constraints Aµ as well. Nevertheless, it is convenient not to redefine

Fi through ∂µ+Aµ because on one hand this spoils geometric interpretation and on the other

hand such redefinitions are not really needed because any redefinition of the Fi constraints

in the ambient space can be lifted to a system of the form (5.4).
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In this way we arrive at the system:

dA− 1

2
[A,A]⋆ = ui ⋆ Fi , δA = dξ − [A, ξ]⋆ + λj ⋆ Fj , (5.17a)

dFi − [A, Fi]⋆ = uji ⋆ Fj , δFi = [ξ, Fi]⋆ + λji ⋆ Fj , (5.17b)

[Fi, Fj ]⋆ − Ck
ijFk = ukij ⋆ Fk . (5.17c)

Here, the new u-fields account for the variation of the structure constants and are not

considered dynamical. So the system is understood as equations on Fi, Aµ which say that

Fi, Aµ are such that equations can be satisfied with some u. A general systematic procedure

to arrive at the system (5.17) is to employ the BRST formalism and AKSZ sigma models,

see [15, 65] for more detail. See also [51] for more detail on the algebraic interpretation of

equations (5.17). In so doing the u-fields appear at the equal footing with other fields. Note

that (5.7) is a particular solution of the above on-shell system.

In what follows we refer to system (5.17) defined on (d+ 1)-dimensional space as to on-

shell system. Unless otherwise specified it is assumed that the theory is understood around

the vacuum where F = F 0
i , with F

0
i defined in (5.7). This on-shell system is our proposal

for the Type-B theory.

Linearization. The linearized equations are obtained from (5.17) as before, i.e. by replac-

ing A→ A0 + a and Fi → F 0
i + fi and picking the terms linear in a and fi:

D0a = ui ⋆ F 0
i , δa = D0ξ + λi ⋆ F 0

i , (5.18a)

D0fi − [a, F 0
i ]⋆ = uji ⋆ F

0
j , δfi = [ξ, F 0

i ]⋆ + λji ⋆ F
0
j , (5.18b)

[F 0
i , fj]⋆,± − (ij)− Ck

ijfk = ukij ⋆ F
0
k , (5.18c)

where A0, F 0
i is a vacuum solution, e.g. (5.7), and D0• ≡ d • −[A0, •] is the background

covariant derivative.

Now we are going to make use of the λ gauge symmetry in order to explicitly formulate

(5.18) as an on-shell system. Suppose that we have succeeded to identify such a class of

functions in Y, P, θ that, by using λ-gauge transformations, fields a, fi can be made totally

traceless, i.e. belonging to the kernel of the following operators:

∂Y · ∂Y , ∂Y · ∂P , ∂P · ∂P , ∂Y · ∂θ , ∂P · ∂θ . (5.19)
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Then the right hand sides in (5.18) vanish and the system takes the form (5.8). Note that

the above condition is a parent formulation counterpart of the equations (4.13).

As before linearized equations of motion and gauge symmetries can be encoded in (5.9),

where now Φ,Ξ belong to the kernel of (5.19). All the steps leading to the system (5.16)

remain unchanged except that now one needs to employ the known results [66–68] on the

structure of polynomial algebras in the supersymmetric case in order to make sure that

the ∆−1 cohomology is concentrated in degree zero in c−−, c0, c−-ghosts. In this way one

arrives at the system (5.16) but with a, f+ belonging to the kernel of (5.19). This system

can be shown to be a parent reformulation of the ambient space system (4.12), (4.13). To

summarize, under the assumptions made we have shown that the on-shell system (5.17)

reproduces the free Type-B theory introduced in Section 4 upon linearization around the

vacuum solution (5.7) describing AdS space.

Note that the linear parent formulation in terms of BRST operator (5.9), (5.10) with Φ,Ξ

in the kernel of (5.19) can be used to arrive directly to the metric-like approach of section

4 by performing a suitable homological reduction, see e.g. [32] for the analogous procedure

in the case of totally symmetric fields. Homological methods may also be used to formulate

the theory in terms of physical degrees of freedom only, see e.g. [69, 70] for similar analysis

of higher spin fields in Minkowski space.

5.3 Functional Class

As it was already noted, an interpretation of the theory of background fields crucially depends

on the choice of vacuum as physics over different vacua can be very much different. For

example, it makes sense to expand tr logF over i(γ · ∂x) (and it is also known how to do

that), but it maybe hard to make any sense out of a randomly picked background F . The

situation gets worse when going from boundary to bulk as higher spin theories are hard to

interpret within the usual field theory framework. Depending on a functional class chosen

for A and Fi one can end up with an empty system (all solutions are pure gauge). As we just

seen in the previous section, in order to reproduce linearized theory one needs to assume that

dependence of fields on the auxiliary variables Y, P, θ is such that some of the equations admit

unique solutions and, at the same time, certain gauge conditions are reachable. Therefore,

a proper choice of functional class is a crucial ingredient of the setup.

The definition of the functional class is almost identical to the one in [13]. The functional

class C is that of polynomials in P and θ with coefficients that are formal power series in Y .
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Also we need C to be of finite trace order, i.e. for any f(Y, P, θ) ∈ C there exists an ℓ ∈ N

such that

(∂Y · ∂Y )ℓf = 0 . (5.20)

By definition, any given function in C can be decomposed as

f = f0 + f i1 ⋆ F
0
i + f ij2 ⋆ F 0

i ⋆ F
0
j + . . . , fn – totally traceless , (5.21)

such that the number of terms is finite. By totally traceless we mean that all possible traces

in Y , P , θ vanish, i.e. fn is in the kernel of the operators (5.19). It follows that if a, fi, ξ, λ

in (5.18) belong to the functional class (and hence admit decomposition (5.21)), then the λ

gauge symmetry can be used to set a, fi totally traceless and hence the assumption made in

section 5.2 is satisfied. One concludes that with this functional class the linearized on-shell

system (5.18) is well defined and indeed describes linearized Type-B theory.

For further convenience let us define a projector onto the traceless part: Πf = f0. It is

also important that C is a module over polynomials in Y, P . Hereafter we assume that A0

as well as fluctuations a, fi belong to C. Let us note that C is apparently not closed under

multiplication and does not yet allow us to immediately discuss higher orders, which is not

independent of the locality problem discussed in section 7.

5.4 Higher Spin Flat Backgrounds

First, we define the Type-B higher spin algebra hsB as the centralizer of F 0
i modulo F 0

i :

hsB = {a ∈ C : [a, F 0
i ]⋆ = 0 , a ∼ a+ λi ⋆ Fi} , (5.22)

where F 0
i are given by (5.7). In particular, elements of hsB are polynomials in Y . Indeed,

[a, F 0
++]⋆ = (P · ∂Y )a = 0 together with the assumption that all elements are polynomial in

P imply that a is a polynomial in Y as well. Furthermore, we can assume representatives

a totally traceless, i.e. Π(a) = a, using the equivalence relation. The above higher spin

algebra is, by definition, the same as the symmetry algebra of the Dirac equation [71], i.e.

the symmetry of the i(γ · p) vacuum of section 2. Almost identical oscillator realization as

arises here was given in [72] (the difference is the absence of V A-shift in the vacuum F 0
i ).

The relevance of hsB can be seen by considering more general vacuum solutions. Namely
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we take F 0
i as in (5.7) but do not restrict A0 to be at most quadratic in P, Y, θ. Assuming

that A0 belongs to C it can be represented as A0
0+A0i

1 ⋆ F
0
i + .... Equations of motion (5.17)

of the on-shell system then imply

[A0
0, F

0
i ]⋆ = 0 , dA0

0 = Π(A0
0 ⋆ A

0
0) . (5.23)

Note that Π in the second equation is well-defined thanks to A0
0 being polynomial in Y ,

which in turn is a consequence of the first equation. We conclude that A0
0 = Π(A0) is a flat

connection of Type-B higher spin algebra hsB.

Consequently, we have arrived at a family of solutions to the on-shell system (5.17) which

correspond to flat connections of the Type-B higher spin algebra. These backgrounds are

maximally symmetric and the symmetries are in one-to-one with the algebra hsB and can be

identified with (mixed-symmetry) Killing tensors. Indeed, the gauge symmetries preserving

the vacuum solution are determined by

dǫ0 = [A0, ǫ0]⋆ + λi ⋆ F 0
i , [F 0

i , ǫ
0]⋆ + λji ⋆ F

0
j = 0 . (5.24)

We can again decompose ǫ0 into the trace part that is proportional to F 0
i and the traceless

part. The trace part fixes the λ’s up to an equivalence, while the traceless part is covariantly

constant with respect to A0. Therefore, the global symmetry algebra is the Type-B higher

spin algebra hsB.

Let us now study the linearized system (5.18) taking as a background solution F 0
i from

(5.7) and taking A0 to be a flat connection of hsB. Assuming that fluctuations belong to C

we can exploit λ-symmetry to set Π(a) = a and Π(fi) = fi and explicitly apply the trace

projector Π to all the equations. The resulting system is identical to (5.8) except that all

fields are traceless and Π explicitly enters the expression for the covariant derivative D0.

It turns out that all the steps of the analysis performed in Section 5.1 do not depend

on the particular choice of A0 as all the operators involved in the reduction are determined

by F 0
i . Upon elimination of all the fields save for a, f+ the equations of motion and gauge

symmetries take the form

D0a = 0 , D0f+ = [a, F 0
+]⋆ , (5.25a)

δa = D0ξ , δf+ = [ξ, F 0
+]⋆ , (5.25b)

[F 0
−, f+]⋆ = [F 0

−, a]⋆ = [F 0
−, ξ]⋆ = 0 , [F 0

0 , f+]⋆ − f+ = [F 0
0 , a]⋆ = [F 0

0 , ξ]⋆ = 0 , (5.25c)
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where D0• ≡ d • −Π[A0, •]⋆. This gives a concise formulation of the multiplet of hook-type

fields propagating on the background of generic flat connection of the respective higher spin

algebra.

5.5 Boundary Values and Holographic Reconstruction

The on-shell system (5.17) was constructed starting from the ambient formulation of the

background fields for a conformal fermion in d-dimensions. The important step was to

reinterpret the ambient system in a different way by considering it in the vicinity of the

hyperboloid rather than hypercone. In the parent formulation (5.17) this is made manifest

by explicitly defining the theory on AdSd+1 space and specifying the natural vacuum in terms

of the AdS-like compensator field V , V 2 = −1 together with a compatible o(d, 2)-connection.

If the AdS system is formulated in the ambient space approach the boundary values of the

AdS fields are described by the same system considered in the vicinity of the hypercone rather

than the hyperboloid. In the parent formulation, this simply corresponds to considering the

same system to be defined on the d-dimensional conformal space and taking the conformal

version of the connection and the compensator field entering the vacuum solution. More

specifically, in the vacuum solution (5.7) one should take ω, V such that V 2 = 0, ω is a flat

o(d, 2)-connection and ∇V B has maximal rank (which is d). In this way one indeed recovers

correct boundary values as was explicitly verified for free totally symmetric fields in [14, 17],

and for mixed-symmetry fields in [48].

Applying this procedure to the on-shell system (5.17) we arrive at the parent reformu-

lation of the theory of background fields for the Dirac fermion in d-dimensions. This in

turn can be explicitly shown to reproduce the system (2.11) that describes background fields

for the Dirac fermion in d-dimensions upon linearization. In this way we confirm that the

on-shell system (5.17) indeed has the correct boundary values.

What is less trivial is to observe that the passage between the bulk and the boundary

can be explicitly done for the system linearized over generic higher spin flat connection.

To see this suppose we are given a higher spin flat connection A0, which is defined in the

bulk. Because A0 is a polynomial in Y, P, θ it can be rewritten in terms of new variables

Y ′ = V + Y, P, θ. Moreover, the algebraic constraints [A0, F 0
i ]⋆ = 0 on A0 can be also

rewritten in terms of Y ′, P, θ and hence the compensator field V does not explicitly enter.

After this A0 can be pulled back to the boundary, giving a higher spin flat connections there.

Then changing variables to Y = Y ′ − Vconf , P, θ but now with Vconf satisfying V 2
conf = 0 one
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arrives at the vacuum solution in the boundary theory corresponding to a flat connection.

In this way we can relate the bulk fields defined over a higher spin flat background and their

associated boundary values.

It is clear from the above discussion that the on-shell system (5.17) is in some sense a

consistent lift of the theory of background fields for the Dirac fermion in d-dimension to the

(d+1)-dimensional bulk. By this lift the off-shell background fields defined on the boundary

become ”on-shell” in the bulk. Note that even the very possibility of such a lift (in contrast to

the reverse procedure of extracting the theory of boundary values from a given bulk theory)

heavily relies on the proper ambient space formulation of the original theory in terms of the

underlying constrained system. Additional important, though somewhat technical step, is

the parent reformulation which makes it possible to fine-tune functional classes and to give

the bulk theory interpretation in terms of fields explicitly defined in the bulk.

6 Unfolded Form and Hochschild Cocycle

We have already shown that linearization of the Type-B equations reproduce the expected

free field content. This is an important check, although it does not probe the structure

of interactions. Even a linearized system encodes nonlinear structures if it is known for

a sufficiently general background. It turns out that free equations over higher spin flat

backgrounds, which are maximally symmetric, contain all the nontrivial information in some

sense. This can be made manifest by reformulating the system as a minimal Free Differential

Algebra (FDA).

On shell system (5.17) already has a form of FDA with constraints or, which is almost

the same, AKSZ sigma model and is entirely determined by the underlying Q-manifold.

This is most easily seen for the off-shell version of the theory and equally well applies to

the on-shell, at least at the linearized level. When the system is reformulated in terms of

metric-like fields of section 4 such structures become hidden but can be recovered [62] from

the BRST formulation of the system.

Searching for higher spin gravity equations in the form of FDA underlies the unfolded

approach [18]. In contrast to (5.17) the unfolded formulation typically operates with the

minimal FDA without constraints (though the Vasiliev system [19, 73] nevertheless involves

certain non-minimal extension needed to package the series in curvatures into concise expres-

sions). Once the theory is linearized over a higher spin flat background, one can systemati-
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cally eliminate generalized auxiliary fields (contractible pairs for the underlying Q-manifold)

and extract the minimal FDA, which is naturally formulated in terms of the higher spin

algebra (symmetry of the vacuum) and its Hochschild cocycle. These two completely fix the

minimal FDA [74, 75] and also allows one (at least in principle) to reconstruct the entire

nonlinear system, as a formal perturbative expansion in curvatures.

6.1 FDA over AdS Background

For a generic linear system there is a systematic procedure to derive minimal unfolded

formulation from the parent one [34, 62]. In BRST terms this amounts to reducing the

theory to the cohomology of the target space BRST operator. For the system (5.25), this is

the term c+[F 0
+, •]⋆ in the BRST operator (5.15).

Instead of performing the reduction in homological terms15 we do it explicitly in terms

of component fields, and first for the AdS vacuum. By sightly changing notation, (5.25) can

be rewritten as (ad− ≡ [F 0
−, •], ad+ ≡ [F 0

+, •], ad0 ≡ [F 0
0 , •])

D0a = 0 , δa = D0ξ , (6.1)

D0f+ = −ad+a , δf+ = −ad+ξ , (6.2)

where the fields and gauge parameters belong to

ad−a = ad−ξ = ad−f+ = 0 , (ad0)a = (ad0)ξ = (ad0 − 1)f+ = 0 . (6.3)

It is clear that a part of the gauge symmetry is still algebraic and allows us to further gauge

away certain components of f+.

It is useful to decompose the space of ”functions” in P, Y, θ into Ker(ad+)⊕Coim(ad+).

An alternative decomposition that we also employ is Im(ad+) ⊕ Coker(ad+). Note that

both decompositions are not canonical. Let us then split the fields and gauge parameters

15It is algebraically identical to the analogous reduction for totally symmetric fields, see [32, 34] for more
detail.
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accordingly as:

ξ = ǫ+ ξ̃ , ǫ ∈ Ker(ad+) , ξ̃ ∈ Coim(ad+) ,

a = ω + ã , ω ∈ Ker(ad+) , ã ∈ Coim(ad+) ,

f+ = f̃ + C , f̃ ∈ Im(ad+) , C ∈ Coker(ad+) .

(6.4)

It follows that we can gauge away f̃ with the help of ξ̃. Then, the system can be written as

D0ω = −D0ã
∣∣∣
Ker

, D0C
∣∣∣
Im

= ad+ã , D0C
∣∣∣
Coker

= 0 , (6.5)

where we projected the equation for C onto the two subspaces since D0 does not preserve

our (non-canonical) gauge choice. In the last step we can express ã = ad−1
+ (...) from the

second equation (since ad+ã can be inverted on the Im(ad+)) and substitute the solution

into the first equation:

D0ω = −D0 ad
−1
+ D0C

∣∣∣
Ker

, D0C
∣∣∣
Coker

= 0 . (6.6)

The first equation can be simplified if we assume that the decomposition (6.4) preserves

Lorentz covariance. Provided such a choice has been made the Lorentz-covariant derivative

∇ part of D0 drops out and only the translation generators Pm contribute.16 Therefore, the

full system can be rewritten as

D0ω = −hm ∧ hn ad(Pm) ad−1
+ ad(P n)C

∣∣∣
Ker

, D0C
∣∣∣
Coker

= 0 , (6.7)

where ad(Pm) ≡ [Pm, •]. This is the right structure of free equations describing mixed-

symmetry fields [32, 61, 76–81].

The above arguments do not show that the r.h.s. of D0ω = in (6.7) is nontrivial, but

we have already reproduced the correct free equations in section 5.2. If the r.h.s. of D0ω =

were trivial, ω would be equivalent to a linearized flat connection, i.e. pure gauge. Here

we should note that in the unfolded formulation just constructed the free fields of section 4

reside as particular components of ω and hence getting a non-trivial equation for ω is crucial.

Finally, we note that, despite the appearance, ω and C, are isomorphic linear spaces:

both ω and C can be decomposed into irreducible Lorentz tensors in the fiber space to find

16The translation generators are defined as Pm = Tm,−1, i.e. as the components along V A, TABVB .
Likewise, Lmn = Tmn and we rewrite D0• = ∇ • −hm[Pm, •], where hm is the AdSd+1 vielbein.
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a doubled set of tensors of type (i.e. the independent Taylor coefficients in ym, pn, θk)

⊕

r,t,p

t
r

p
(6.8)

This isomorphism will be important below.

6.2 FDA over Higher Spin Flat Background

As we showed in section 5.4, the Type-B system (5.17) admits more solutions than just

AdSd+1. Without any change in the logic and in the formulas we can linearize the system

over any flat connection:

dA0 = A0 ∗ A0 , A0 ∈ hsB , (6.9)

where, by somewhat abusing notation, we work in terms of fields taking values in the higher

spin algebra hsB understood as an abstract associative algebra with the product denoted

by ∗. This is in contrast to (5.23), where hsB was realized as a certain subquotient of the

Clifford-Weyl algebra. Here we would like to stress that it makes sense to work with hsB as

an abstract associative algebra.17

The steps from the previous section can literally be repeated. Indeed, the split (6.4)

appeals to ad+, i.e. F
0
+, and not to a particular choice of A0. Recall also that a, f+ and ξ are

assumed to be traceless, e.g. Π(a) = a. The only change is to replace the AdS background

derivative D0 with the A0 background derivative D0• ≡ d•−Π[A0, •]⋆, where the Π-projector
needs to be added. We end up with18

D0ω = − ad(A0) ad−1
+ ad(A0)C

∣∣∣
Ker

, dC = ad(A0)C
∣∣∣
Coker

, (6.10)

where ad(A0)• ≡ Π[A0, •]⋆.

Recall that ω belongs to the higher spin algebra hsB due to (6.3) and (6.4). It is less

obvious that C can also be thought of as an element of hsB. To be precise, we claim that

17The realization via the Clifford-Weyl algebra given in section 5.4 is not the only one. One can consider
symmetries of the Dirac operator [71], quasi-conformal realization [82], enveloping algebra realization [41]
etc. All of them give the same hsB.

18Recall that the split (6.4) commutes with d and for that reason d drops out.
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there exists a map ρ from the space where C takes values, (6.3), (6.4), to hsB such that for

all a ⊂ hsB
C C = ρ(C) ∈ hsB

Π[a, C]⋆ a ∗ C− C ∗ π(a)

ρ

ρ

Here, π in (6.11c) is an automorphism of the higher spin algebra induced by the automor-

phism of the anti-de Sitter subalgebra π(Lmn) = Lmn and π(Pm) = −Pm. This automor-

phism is required to reproduce the right structure of the free equations,19 which we obtained

in sections 5 and 6.1. One argument in favour of ρ is that ω and C are isomorphic as Lorentz

algebra modules, (6.8). Moreover, such ρ clearly exists for a ∈ o(d, 2) ⊂ hsB.

Now we are ready to reformulate everything in the language of higher spin algebras. Eqs.

(6.9), (6.10) for A0, ω and C can be recognized to have the following general structure

dA0 = A0 ∗ A0 , (6.11a)

dω = A0 ∗ ω + ω ∗ A0 + V(A0, A0,C) , (6.11b)

dC = A0 ∗ C− C ∗ π(A0) , (6.11c)

where by abusing the notation again we assumed that A0, ω take values in hsB. Here the

vertex V is some trilinear map that appears in the first of (6.10). The term A0 ∗ ω + ω ∗A0

comes from D0ω.

Equations (5.25) of section 5 or (6.9), (6.10), (6.11) describe propagation of higher spin

fields of the Type-B theory over an arbitrary higher spin flat background A0. Indeed, this

is how we obtained them from the Type-B theory as a linear approximation. As we already

discussed this result is much stronger than just the check that the free Type-B over AdSd+1

is reproduced upon linearization: knowing how fields propagate on sufficiently general back-

grounds should contain some information about interactions thereof too.

The system that (6.11) is a linearization of should have the following schematic form

dω = ω ∗ ω + V(ω, ω,C) +O(C2) , (6.12a)

dC = ω ∗ C− C ∗ π(ω) +O(C2) . (6.12b)

Consistency of (6.11) or consistency of (6.12) to order C imposes some restrictions on V. To
19This can easily proved using the techniques from [83, 84], we avoid giving the technicalities here.
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identify the restrictions and to find the structure of V it is convenient to consider a slightly

more general setting, where fields ω,C take values in a matrix algebra, e.g. u(M) (the ap-

propriate reality condition has to be assumed). This step is a straightforward generalization

of the analogous step known in the context of Vasiliev approach [18]. At the level of par-

ent formulation (5.17) this corresponds to taking all the fields A and Fi also matrix-valued

which does not spoil consistency of the system. In the CFT dual description, this would

correspond to taking U(M)×U(N) fermions and imposing the U(N) singlet constraint, and

hence having global U(M) symmetries left, so that u(M)× hsB gets gauged in the bulk.

Given such matrix extensions the consistency of the system implies (see [74] for more

detailed discussion) that V have the following structure:

V(ω, ω,C) = Φ(ω, ω) ∗ π(C) , (6.13)

where Φ(•, •) is a Hochschild two-cocycle of the higher spin algebra:

a ∗ Φ(b, c) + Φ(a ∗ b, c)− Φ(a, b ∗ c) + Φ(a, b) ∗ π(c) = 0 , a, b, c ∈ hsB . (6.14)

Heuristically, V is needed to avoid triviality of flat connections. The deviation from flatness

is controlled by C and higher orders in C may be required to make the full system (6.12)

formally consistent. All these structures are closely related to deformation quantization and

formality [74, 75, 85], which is another reason for the qualifier ’formal’ in the title.

It follows the Type-B equations we propose do reproduce a nontrivial Hochschild two-

cocycle. It is important that the linearized system (5.25) and its reductions (6.9), (6.10) and

rewriting (6.11) still capture the full structure of V(ω, ω,C), i.e. all three arguments can be

arbitrary elements of the higher spin algebra (when A0 takes values in just o(d, 2) ⊂ hsB a

significant part of V is lost).

Finally, under quite general assumptions it can be shown [74, 75] that the deformation

induced by Φ(•, •) is unobstructed.20 More precisely, it can be shown that the higher order

terms making (6.12) consistent to all orders exist and are unique up to the natural equiva-

lence, so that the formally consistent unfolded system (6.12) can be constructed to all orders

(at least in principle) starting from the on-shell system (5.17) proposed in this work. This

supports our claim that the on-shell system (5.17) describes the Type-B higher spin gravity,

at least at the formal level.
20An interesting issue that we ignore is that different types of fermions on the boundary can lead to slightly

different deformations/spectrum of fields, see e.g. [37, 38, 84]. More detail will be given elsewhere.
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7 Conclusions and Discussion

From AdS/CFT correspondence perspective the problem of higher spin gravity can be under-

stood as a problem of constructing a dual of a given free CFT restricted to various bilinear

operators to be understood as single-trace ones. In the paper we proposed the following

general recipe to construct higher spin gravities: (i) instead of dealing with the generating

functional of correlators of single-trace operators one can study a more general question of

how to couple them to an arbitrary higher spin background h; (ii) the power of the higher

spin symmetry is that the generating functional W [h] turns out to be completely fixed by

the non-abelian infinite-dimensional gauge symmetries δh = ∂ξ + ...; (iii) the theory of

background fields, i.e. field content and non-abelian gauge symmetries δh = ..., can be un-

derstood as quantum constrained system that gives a first-quantized description of a given

free CFT; (iv) the constrained system can be reformulated in the ambient space where it

gives the background fields on the projective cone X2 = 0; (v) the same system can be then

considered on the hyperboloid X2 = −1 where it describes non-linear equations whose free

field approximation gives the same sources h as boundary values.

Although most of the above steps are not entirely new and have been already applied

in [13] to the Type-A higher spin gravity (mention also earlier developments [14, 15, 17, 56,

65]), in this work we made it more precise and used to construct a new higher spin theory

rather than giving different forms of already existing ones.

There is a number of models closely related to the Type-A (Type-B) higher spin gravity

that is dual to �φ = 0 (/∂ψ = 0) free CFT. When both CFT’s are taken on an arbitrary

background for single-trace operators, partition functions are

eWA[HA] =

∫
DφDφ̄ e−

∫
φ̄HA(x,∂)φ , eWB [HB] =

∫
DψDψ̄ e−

∫
ψ̄HB(x,∂,γ)ψ .

This formal expressions require certain zeroth order value (vacuum) for HA,B to have well-

defined expansions. The simplest choice is HA = −∂2 + ... and HB = i/∂ + .... In these two

cases the symmetries of these backgrounds correspond to higher spin currents constructed out

of free boson, �φ = 0, and free fermion, /∂ψ = 0, respectively. An advantage of such general

treatment is that there can be other vacua. Indeed, one can expand over HA = (−∂2)k
and HB = i(−∂2)k/∂ [14, 86]. The symmetries of these vacua correspond to non-unitary free

CFT’s �kφ = 0, and �k/∂ψ = 0, see e.g. [38, 52, 56, 87–89]. Therefore, the duals of these

non-unitary CFT’s correspond to different vacua for Fi fields.
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An important property of our method is that the off-shell theory of background fields on

the boundary and the on-shell theory in the bulk merely arise as two different vacua in one

and the same system, giving an explicit realization of the duality. It is important to stress

that our method is general and can be applied to any CFT (not necessarily a free one) and

it would be interesting to apply it to other dualities. If the symmetries of background fields

do not fix the effective action unambiguously we should find the corresponding ambiguity in

the reconstruction procedure.

It is remarkable that there exists such a simple relation between the theory of background

fields and the dual higher spin theory. It may not be obvious at the moment why the direct

computation of correlation functions should give the correct result W [h] that would prove

the duality. Nevertheless, general, but indirect, proof is possible: it can be shown that the

boundary values of the AdSd+1 fields are exactly the source h together with the full gauge

transformations that are known to completely fixW [h], [4–7].21 Still, it is worth mentioning,

as we discuss below, that any direct computation of correlation functions is likely to face

some difficulties due to the lack of understanding of micro-locality in the context of higher

spin theories. Therefore, our main assumption here is that there exists some scheme in the

bulk that does not destroy a near boundary analysis of symmetries.

One can also try to understand the relation between the theory of background fields

and dual higher spin theory from a more formal perspective. Indeed, these two theories are

closely related because the theory on the boundary is precisely the theory of boundary values

for the bulk one. At the same time a reparametrization invariant gauge theory is entirely

determined by the on-shell gauge transformation (more precisely, the BRST differential

defined on the stationary surface extended by ghost variables. See [62] for more detail.)

but this is precisely the data encoded in the boundary theory. This gives a somewhat

heuristic argument on how the bulk theory can be systematically reconstructed from the

known theory of boundary values. Let us also mention that this approach is somewhat

complementary to the holographic reconstruction where the vertices in the bulk are built in

21Let us note that the uniqueness result for W [h] has been obtained under certain assumptions. Some
of these assumptions correspond, in our language, to the choice of a particular vacuum: the one given by
a unitary CFT. We expect that unitarity can be relaxed and all CFT’s in d > 2 with higher spin currents
are free. We stress that choice of a vacuum is important and tr logH is just some formal expression that
should be understood as being expanded over some vacuum. Also, the uniqueness result assumes one free
parameter, the number of fields N . Large-N expansion is trivial in free CFT’s: N just gives the relative
ratio between connected and disconnected contributions to the full correlation functions. On the AdSd+1

side it is important to assume the bulk coupling constant, which is of order 1/N , to be small, the latter
justifies quasi-classical expansion.
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such a way that the correlation functions of a given CFT are reproduced through the usual

AdS/CFT prescription [90–92], which is still perturbative.

A word of warning is needed about feasibility of usual field theory computations in higher

spin gravities, including the one presented here. A careful analysis of the quartic interactions

in the simplest Type-A higher spin gravity has revealed [91, 93, 94] that starting from

the quartic order the interactions of higher spin fields become too non-local for usual field

methods to work without thinking and further specification of how to deal with non-localities

is needed. For example, sum over derivatives may not commute with sum over spins, etc.

That the sum over spins is not convergent and requires regularization was also observed for

one-loop determinants, see e.g. [36–38, 95–97]. Also, higher spin gravities should emerge in

tensionless limits of string theory, which is unlikely to give an ordinary field theory.

Therefore, we are led to think that higher spin gravities are more stringy than it has been

previously thought. While our approach shows that higher spin symmetries can fully be taken

into account and a background independent description of the theory can be constructed,

an attempt to dissect the interactions into sums over spins and derivatives will surely fail

to give any meaningful result (except for the few terms at the lowest order) unless a proper

regularization is found. An appropriate stringy way to deal with higher spin gravities is

yet to be found. Nevertheless, as our method takes into account the full non-abelian gauge

symmetry of boundary sources that fixes completely the effective action, we can argue that

the AdS/CFT duality follows automatically at least at the tree level.

An interesting feature of the approach advocated in the paper is that the models can

be truncated to lower spins. This is certainly possible in the effective action as there is no

prior need to introduce sources for anything that goes beyond the stress-tensor multiplet.

However, once at least one higher spin source is introduced we will have to add all of them

as to make the effective action gauge invariant. The initial system of equations is off-shell

in this sense and truncation to lower spin sector is possible, which is not anymore possible

once we go on-shell by factoring out configurations proportional to the fields themselves.

Finally, we would like to remind that in even dimensions the effective action W [h] has a

log-divergent part Wlog[h] to be identified with higher spin conformal anomaly [26, 27], see

also [28, 29, 98]. By itself, this local part Wlog[h] can be used to define Type-B conformal

higher spin theory on the boundary. Also, the same Wlog[h] should be obtained from the

effective action on the AdSd+1 side.
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A Going to Symmetric Base

Here we prove the ambient space version of the statement. The version we need in section 2

is obtained by relaxing the constraints (4.12a)-(4.12c) and assuming all fields and parameters

totally traceless.

Consider the ambient space system (4.12), (4.13). One can check that the gauge condition

(θ · ∂P )f+ = 0 is reachable. The gauge condition simply says that f+ is associated to Young

diagram of hook shape in the antisymmetric basis: one can choose the component fields to

be anti-symmetric in the indices corresponding to the first column and symmetric in the rest

of the indices. Then, the Young symmetry condition is exactly (θ · ∂P )f+ = 0

Indeed, if (θ · ∂P )f+ = α let us take ξ = − 1
N
α, where N = θ · ∂θ + P · ∂P . Note that ξ

satisfy the constraints above. It follows,

θ · ∂P (s−
1

N
(p · ∂θ − θ · ∂X)α) = α− 1

N
Nα +

1

N
(θ · ∂P )(θ · ∂X)α , (A.1)

where we used (θ · ∂P )α = 0. Iterating the procedure we arrive at the gauge condition

(θ · ∂P )f+ = 0.

In this gauge one can employ the Poincare Lemma in the θ, P -space and express f+ as

f+ = (θ · ∂P )ψ in terms of the new generating function ψ. Note that ψ can be assumed to

satisfy (P · ∂θ)ψ = 0, i.e. the Young condition in symmetric basis.

Let us analyze the residual symmetries in some more detail: let us decompose the space

of H of polynomials in θ, p (without 1) as a direct sum H = H‖⊕H⊥ where H‖ = ker(θ ·∂P )
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and H⊥ = ker(P · ∂θ). Decompose the gauge variation as:

θ · ∂Xξ‖ + (θ · ∂Xξ⊥)‖ + (θ · ∂Xξ⊥)⊥ − P · ∂θξ‖ . (A.2)

Vanishing of the ⊥ contribution implies (θ · ∂Xξ⊥)⊥ − P · ∂θξ‖ = 0. It is clear that this

determines ξ‖ uniquely. Moreover, for ξ⊥ homogeneous in p, θ, resulting ξ‖ is proportional

to (θ · ∂P )(θ · ∂X)ξ⊥ and hence the first term in the gauge variation (A.2) vanish thanks to

nilpotency of θ · ∂X . Finally, the gauge variation takes the form:

δf+ = (θ · ∂Xξ⊥)‖ (A.3)

The variation of ψ is then proportional to:

P · ∂θ((θ · ∂Xξ⊥)‖) = P · ∂θ((θ · ∂Xξ⊥) = P · ∂Xξ⊥ , (A.4)

giving the standard gauge law in symmetric basis. Finally, analyzing constraints on ψ, ξ⊥

one finds that these are precisely (4.10), where fS = ψ and ξS = ξ⊥. Moreover, if in addition

f+, ξ are subject to the analog of (4.13) then the resulting fS, ξS also satisfy (4.9).
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